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Publishable summary 

The deliverable 10.1 is a public document delivered in the context of WP10. This deliverable 
covers the actual progress and results achieved at the 36th month of the project. 

The chapter 1.1 gives an overview of the activities and the realizations following the logic and 
structure of the work packages.  The first paragraph describes the work done on geological 
samples analysis, the development of databases and geological maps. The next paragraphs ad-
dress the drilling costs and the development of drilling machine tools, components and ground 
source heat exchanger designs. Two types of drilling methodologies and related heat exchang-
ers have been developed. These have been applied in real demonstration cases with promising 
results and important learnings for the future, just as the high temperature geothermal heat 
pump. Next, this chapter also includes a description of the different tools, databases and design 
software. These are feeding into a decision support system supporting feasibility assessment 
and design of shallow geothermal systems in function of building type, climate and soil condi-
tions. Finally, the work on regulations, standards, communication and dissemination is covered. 

Chapter 1.2 covers the most important project results and their potential impact by extrapolat-
ing the learnings and monitoring data of the demonstration cases. In particular, the two drilling 
methodologies with their respective heat exchanger designs have been evaluated against the 
objectives set out at the beginning of the project. In addition, the high temperature heat pump 
may avoid the cost of having to replace high temperature terminals in refurbished buildings, if 
it concerns sufficiently deep renovations. Finally, the tool suite and the decision support system 
holds a good potential of increasing awareness, building confidence and supporting implemen-
tation of shallow geothermal systems and the innovations of Cheap-GSHPs in particular. 


